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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On January 15, 2009, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Fort Smith, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on November 19, 2008, and a pre-hearing order was filed

on November 20, 2009.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been

marked Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record

without objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all pertinent dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

3. The claimant sustained a compensable injury to the low

back.
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4. The claimant is entitled to a weekly compensation rate of

$392 for permanent partial disability.

5. The respondents have agreed to pay 5 percent impairment to

the body as a whole regarding the claimant’s lower back.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Impairment to the low back in excess of 5 percent

previously stipulated to.

2. Wage loss.

3. Attorney’s fees.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“Claimant contends that he sustained a
compensable hernia injury.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“The respondents contend the claimant is
entitled to no permanent disability benefits.”

The claimant in this matter was employed as a truck driver for

the respondent.  The claimant testified that on November 25, 2007,

he got out of his truck and fell which caused injury to his back.

It is stipulated that the claimant suffered a compensable injury to

his lower back at that time.

One of the issues is the claimant’s entitlement to an

impairment rating greater than 5 percent.  The respondents have

agreed to pay 5 percent impairment to the body as a whole regarding

the claimant’s lower back.  However, the claimant seeks a greater

impairment relying on a medical record from an appointment at

Cooper Clinic P.A. with Dr. Michael S. Wolfe on September 9, 2008.
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In the medical record Dr. Wolfe gave the following impression:

“I think the fracture has reached maximum
healing and he has reached maximal medical
improvement.  Utilizing Table 15-7 of the
American Medical Association Guide to
Permanent Impairment 5th Edition, Page 404, he
has a 5% impairment of the whole person based
upon the compression and an additional 6%
impairment based upon the loss of range of
motion.  This is an 11% permanent impairment.
In regard to activities, I think he should do
no lifting of more than 40 pounds and no
repetitive bending, stooping or carrying
greater than his capacity.  Again, I think he
has reached maximal medical improvement.  I
will see him again in clinic on a p.r.n.
basis.”

It is the claimant’s contention that the 6 percent impairment

for loss of range of motion should be included with the 5 percent

anatomical impairment.  This would give the claimant a total whole

body impairment of 11 percent.

The claimant relies on Reynolds v. Robertson Contractors, Inc.

v. Zurich American Company, 2008 WL 4287176(Ark. App. September 17,

2008).  The claimant contends that Reynolds Id case allows for the

use of subjective tests to indicate the percent of permanent

impairment when there are objective findings that corroborate the

subjective tests.

However, the claimant in this case testified that he was fully

capable of performing the same job duties he had with the

respondent for another company.  This ability to perform those job

duties is directly contrary to the subject findings of limited

range of motion.  I do not find those subjective tests to be

credible.
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Additionally Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704(c)(1)(b) states that any

determination of the existence of extent of physical impairment

shall be supported by objective and measurable physical or mental

findings.  Objective findings are defined in §11-9-102(16) as those

findings which cannot come under the voluntary control of the

patient.  Subsection (b) goes on to state “for the purpose of

making physical or anatomical impairment ratings to the spine,

straight-leg-raising tests or range-of-motion tests shall not be

considered objective findings.”

The claimant is requesting that the Commission consider tests

that are specifically prohibited by statute be used in determining

impairment.  The claimant is only entitled to an impairment rating

of 5 percent to the body as a whole in regard to the anatomical

impairment of his lower back.

The claimant also requested the consideration of wage loss in

this matter.  The claimant was employed as a truck driver by the

respondents and made $.38 per mile.  After his admittedly

compensable injury on November 25, 2007, the claimant went to work

for OK Foods as a truck driver sometime in March of 2008.  The

claimant testified that he made $.42 per mile plus $.01 per mile

bonus for on time delivery.   The claimant stated that the amount

he grossed in wages was very similar between his employment with

the respondent and his post injury employer, OK Foods.

Through the claimant’s own testimony, it is clear that he was

able to perform his job duties as a truck driver for OK Foods until

he suffered another injury on June 6, 2008.  The claimant performed
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those duties in April, May, and part of June of 2008 until he was

again injured.  The claimant did have anatomical impairment during

that time frame from his compensable injury while employed by the

respondent, but that did not impact his ability to earn a very

similar wage in the same line of work.

To prove wage loss the claimant must show that his physical

impairment from his compensable injury of November 2007 caused him

an inability to earn a similar wage from his pre-injury condition.

The wage loss factor is the extent to which a compensable injury

has affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.  Emerson

Electric v Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001).

The claimant cannot meet that burden.  He was able to perform

the same type of job after his injury up and till another injury

occurred with a different employer.  That second injury may have

prevented him from working as a truck driver but it is certain that

the injury that occurred while employed by the respondent did not.

The consideration of wage loss is only extended to his compensable

injury from this respondent and not beyond.

The claimant in this matter also has two years of college

education and would be well suited to do other non-physical types

of employment.  The claimant has failed to prove that he is

entitled to wage loss in this matter.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witness and to observe his demeanor, the following findings of
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fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A. §11-

9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on November 19, 2008, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed November 20, 2008, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2. The claimant is not entitled to any impairment rating

greater than 5 percent to the body as a whole regarding his lower

back.

3. The claimant is not entitled to wage loss in this matter.

4. The claimant’s attorney is not entitled to an attorney’s

fee in this matter.

ORDER

The claimant has failed to prove his entitlement to benefits

in this matter and this claim is dismissed in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


